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Abstract 
An n x n nonnegative matrix A is called primitive if for some positive integer k, every entry in 
the matrix Ak is positive or, in notation, A’ + 0. The exponent of primitivity of A is defined to be 
y(A) = minjk E H, : Ah % 0}, where Z, denotes the set of positive integers. The well known 
Dulmage-Mendelsohn theorem is that y(A) < n + s(n - 2), where s is the shortest circuit in 
D(A), the directed graph of A. In this paper we prove that y(A) < D + 1 + s(D - l), where D is 
the diameter of D(A). 
1. Some notations 
Associated with an n x n nonnegative matrix A = (aij) we shall consider its directed 
graph D(A) which consists of a set I/ of JI vertices, labeled conveniently, 1,2, . . , n and 
a set of directed edges E with a directed edge from vertex i to vertex j if and only if 
Uij # 0. We shall use the notations i 5 j and i +% j to denote, respectively, that there is 
a path of length d from vertex i to vertex j and that there is no path of length d linking 
vertex i to vertex j. D and D*x denote, respectively, the diameter of D(A) and the 
diameter of D(Ak). d(i, j) and dAx(i, j) are, respectively, the distance from vertex i to 
vertex j in D(A) and in D(Ak). Note the following fact: 
AhsO o i&j for every i,j+z V(D(A)). 
2. Main result 
Lemma 1 (Shen [6]). Zf A is primitive, then D,I d D for any integer k 3 1. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose A is primitive and (ao, a,, az, . , a,_ 1, ao) is an s-circuit in D(A), 
where s > 2. Let k = D - [(D + 1 - c:)/s)], w k ere E = 1 if s = 2 and E = 0 if s > 2, 
bg V(D(A)) and 1 d m < s - 1. Then either of the following two cases is true: 
(1) a0 3 b; 
(2) a, 2 b. 
Proof. We suppose otherwise: dA5 (ao, b) = kI 3 k + 1 and d,45 (a,, b) = kz 3 k + 1 
since a0 and a, each have a loop in D(A”). Note that a0 5 a,xz a0 and without loss 
of generality we can suppose m < s - m. 
First we will prove kI = kz. Since d,p(uo, b) = kl > k + 1, we have a,*b in 
D(A), then there exist A,,Ar, . . ,A,_ 1 E V(D(A)) such that a0 = AoeJ AI Dfd 
D+l 
AZ--+ . . . Df: A,_, kls-(D+ ‘)(‘-l) b. Let Xi = d(Ai_ 1, Ai) for any 1 < i < s - 1, SO 
XidD and A0 3 A, 3 AZ 3 ... 2-A A,_1. We consider the set T(xI,xa, . . . , 
x,_ 1) = {If=, (D + 1 - Xi): 1 = 1,2, . . . ,s - l}. Suppose either of the following two 
cases is true: 
Case 1: cf; 1 (D + 1 - Xi) 3 O(mods) for some II. 
Case 2: cf_ 1 (D + 1 - Xi) 3 1.f~ 1 (D + 1 - Xi) (mod S) for some II # 12. 
Then there exist some II 6 lz such that xf~[, (D + 1 - Xi) = O(mods). We consider 
the path: ao zz A,D+:Ar~ . . . %/&_r +A,,% . . . -&A,>- 
Al>+rD+! . . . Df: A,_r kls-(D+l)(s-l! b, the length of which, less than kIs, but is 
kIs - cf~,, (D + 1 -Xi) = O(mods), this is a contradiction to dA8(ao, b) = kI. So 
neither case 1 nor case 2 is true, i.e., T(xl, x2, . . ,x,_ 1) = { 1,2, . . . , s - l} (mods). 
Similarly, we have T(x~,x~, . . . ,xi-1,Xi+l,Xi,Xi+z, . . . ,~,-l)~{1,2, . . ,s- l> 
(mods). Then Xi = Xi+ r(mods), i.e., x1 E x2 = ... = x,_ 1 g x(mods) by comparing 
the elements of these two sets. Since T(xl,xZ, . ,xsml) = {l(D + 1 -x): 
1= 1,2, . ,s - 1) E {1,2, . . ,s - 1) (mods), it is easy to see that 
gcd(D + 1 - x,s) = 1. Therefore for any 1 d i < s - 1, there exists some 
1,l d I,< s - 1, such th$t+ ll(D +b+T x) T+, i(mods). We consider the path: 
q,=/&,~A,~ . . . ‘iA, + A,+,-+ . -+A,_t k,s-(D+l)(s-l) b, the length of 
which, less than kIs,kIs - If=, (D + 1 - Xi) = - l(D + 1 - x) = i(mods), SO we 
have aoBb for any 1 <i<s, but sow b as dp(ao, b) = kI. Since 
a,,,L’: ao, then a, s--m+(kl-l)s+‘+ b for any 1 < i d s and we have a,,,‘% b by letting 
i = m. Therefore d.,p(am, 6) = k2 < kI. Similarly we also have kI 6 k2 and hence 
k, = k2. 
Since a, s-J5 a os b, there exist Bo,B,, . . . ,B,_,EV(D(A)) such that 
U,A,Bo 
S--m--E 
-a0 
D+l-(s-m-&) Bl D+> B2E> ,., D++f B,_l k,s-(D+l)(s-1)-E b, 
whereBo=a,if~=OandBo=aoifs=1.Lety~=d(Bi-~,Bi)forany1~i~s-1. 
Note that (143(u,,,, b) = k, = kI. As above we can prove y, = y, = ... = y,_, g 
y(mods),gcd(D+l-y,~)=landa,~B~~bforanyl<i<s. 
Case 1: E = 1, then s = 2, m = 1 and B. = ao, i.e., aom b for any 
1 < i < s - 1, so a, *-l)s b by letting i = 1, contradicting the fact dAs(ao, b) = kI. 
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Ccrse 2: E = 0, then s > 2 and BO = a,,,. Since m < s - nz, then m < s/2 < s - 1. 
Since there exists some 1, 1 6 I d s - 1, such that I(D + 1 - r) = m(mods), similarly 
as above we have a,, k’s-“D+ ’ -?“ h. Since m, 5 (I,,,. then No 
-n,+k,~rl(D+ 1 -y) h. Since 
d,44%, b) = kl and ~n+k,s-I(D+l-J,)-O(mods). we have m+k,.s-I 
(D + 1 - 4’) 3 krs, i.e., I d I(D + 1 - y) d IJI < s - 1. We consider the path: 
/I+ 1 -(s-m, D+l D+l 
Lb_,f$ ??, B2 3 1 @Y!+&+,-+&++-+ . ..D”.&, 
k,s-(D+l)(.,rl) 
, 
h, the length of which, less than krs, is D + 1 -(s -m) + ~:~:vi + (D + 1) 
(S - I - 2) + kls - (D + l)(~ - 1) = (k, - 1)~ + J?z - Cf~:(o + 1 - pi) _ m - I 
(D + 1 - J) = O(mod s), a contradiction to dAA”(ao, b) = k,. 
Combining case 1 and case 2, we have either dAv(ao.b) = k, < k or dA5(a,,b) = 
k2 < k, and we have either a,, zb h or (z,,,~+ h in D(A) since aO, a,,, each have a loop 
in D(A”). 0 
Theorem 2. Suppose A is primitive and s is the shortest circuit in D(A), then 
i’(A) d D + 1 + s(D - 1). 
Proof. D = 1 is trivial, so we suppose D 3 2 and (ao, a 1, . , a,_ 1, ao) is an s-curcuit in 
D(A). It is sufficient to prove b D+ ’ +‘w ‘) c for any b,c E V’(D(A)). Let xi = d(b, ai) for 
any 0 < i < s -- 1. We consider the following two cases: 
C~lse 1: There exists some i such that Xi < D + 1 - s. By Lemma 1 we have 
Dn$ < D, it is easy to prove a,25 c since ai lies in a s-circuit in D(A). Then b .3 [li 5 (‘, 
i.e.. h *x4 c. Since c is arbitrary, hDfl+s(D-l! (‘. 
Case2: D+2-sdxi6DforanyO<i6s-l.Thens>,2andthereexisti#j, 
0 < i,j < s - 1, such that Xi = Xi since s Xi only have s - 1 values. By Theorem 1 we 
have eithy+ksA ai 2 c or b 3 (Ij 2 c, where k = D - [(D + 1 - 8)/s)], so we always 
have h A c since Xi = Nj. Since .yi + ks < D + s(D - [(D + 1 - E)/s)]) < 
D + s(D - 1). we again have b D+l+s(D-l! c. 0 
Postscript. In a recent paper [7] we have proved y(A) < 0’ + 1 for any primitive 
matrix A; so combining Theorem 2 we have y(A) d D + 1 + (D - 1) min (s, D). 
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